
Which of the following best represents your racial or ethnic heritage?

264 responses

Do you identify as:

263 responses

Pioneer Optimist Senior Survey 2022
273 responses

Black, Afro-Caribbean, or Afri…
East Asian or Asian American
Latino or Hispanic American
Middle Eastern or Arab Ameri…
Native American or Alaskan N…
Non-Hispanic White or Euro-…
South Asian or Indian American
Mixed Race/Ethnicity

1/2

8.7%

9.8%55.7%

Female
Non-binary
Male
Prefer not to say
Respectfully, how am I
supposed to know?
GenderQueer

41.1%

54%



I found my academic high school experience to be... (1 Easy–5
Demanding)

265 responses

I found my overall high school experience to be... (1 Not Enjoyable–5
Enjoyable)

264 responses

How would you categorize your political beliefs? (1 Very Liberal–5 Very
Conservative)

262 responses
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4 (1.5%)4 (1.5%)4 (1.5%) 31 (11.7%)

106 (40%) 107
(40.4%)

17 (6.4%)
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8 (3%)8 (3%)8 (3%)
44 (16.7%)

79 (29.9%)

116
(43.9%)

17 (6.4%)
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95 (36.3%)
111

(42.4%)

42 (16%)
12 (4.6%)12 (4.6%)12 (4.6%)

2 (0.8%)2 (0.8%)2 (0.8%)



Have you ever traveled or lived outside of North America?

264 responses

Are you fluent in any language other than English?

265 responses

Do you know what you want to do when you are older?

265 responses

Yes
No

34.1%

65.9%

Yes
No

74%

26%

Yes
No
Somewhat

47.9%

12.8%

39.2%



Do you believe in God?

256 responses

Do you follow a religion?

262 responses

How often did you cheat in high school?

261 responses

Yes
No58.2%

41.8%

Yes
No64.5%

35.5%

Never
A few times
On challenging assignments
Whenever possible

15.3%

7.3%

30.7%

46.7%



How often did you cheat in high school? (during virtual learning)

262 responses

Did you ever plagiarize a writing assignment in high school?

264 responses

Do you have/had a paying job?

265 responses

Never
A few times
On challenging assignments
Whenever possible

9.9%

41.2%

27.9%

21%

Never
A few times
On challenging assignments
Whenever possible12.9%

84.8%

Yes
No

19.6%

80.4%



Did you play a sport for Pioneer?

264 responses

Did you play an instrument or sing for Pioneer?

265 responses

Are you going to college next year?

265 responses

Yes
No37.9%

62.1%

Yes
No46.4%

53.6%

Yes
No

7.2%

92.8%



Did you get into your first choice college?

259 responses

Have you ever tested positive for COVID?

262 responses

If yes, how many times have you tested positive?

76 responses

Yes
No38.6%

61.4%

Yes
No

71.8%

28.2%

1
2
3+

7.9%

90.8%



Have you had a romantic relationship longer than 6 months?

263 responses

Have you ever been in love?

261 responses

Are you a virgin?

257 responses

Yes
No60.1%

39.9%

Yes
No49.8%

50.2%

Yes
No, (lost before 11th grade)
No, (lost in 11th or 12th grade)21.8%

20.6%

57.6%



Are you a member of the LGBTQ+ community?

263 responses

Do you smoke marijuana?

262 responses

Do you drink alcohol?

262 responses

Yes
No

66.5%

33.5%

Never
A few times
Frequently

13.4%

26.7%

59.9%

Never
A few times
Frequently

11.1%

43.5%

45.4%



Do you vape?

263 responses

Have you ever used any drugs other than marijuana or alcohol?

262 responses

Do you have any tattoos or piercings? (other than the ear)

264 responses

Never
A few times
Frequently

7.2%

9.9%

82.9%

Yes
No

9.2%

90.8%

Yes
No

17.8%

82.2%



How much time do you spend on homework a week?

265 responses

How much time do you spend on your phone a day?

265 responses

Have you ever been treated for a mental illness?

262 responses

More than 5 hours
Less than 5 hours54%

46%

More than 4 hours
Less than 4 hours

22.6%

77.4%

Yes
No59.5%

40.5%



How do you think your financial success will compare to your parents'?

264 responses

Are you leaving Pioneer a better person than when you arrived?

262 responses

Better
Worse
About the same

43.9%

18.2%

37.9%

Yes
No

16.8%

83.2%



If yes, in what way(s) are you a better person?

161 responses

i grew up

i know myself better

I’m focusing more on happiness rather than a rigid path in life.

More mature, came out of the closet, way smarter

im that guy

I have somewhat figured the type of person that I want to be. I understand my personality, and
the best ways in which to help others

stronger and with more growth

I feel like before I was in high school I lived in a bubble where I ignored most of the world. Now
although living in that bubble would probably make me happier, as you know ignorance is bliss,
I know that I need to move out of it to live a full life.

I’m more understanding of other peoples backgrounds/ prior circumstances that make them
the person that they are

I have more knowledge

More thoughtful and have better understanding of other peoples perspective

more cognizant of problems in the world

i speak up for myself more, know my self worth, love who i am and i’m comfortable in my skin

More self aware and self confident about who I am, what I need, and what I want

Conflicts I’ve overcome, people ive worked with, compassion ive witnesses

pretty much all of them

Can communicate better and a nicer person

Taught me resilience

I’m every way. It’s hard to not grow mentally throughout these four years.

Im not a freshman anymore (freshman are worse people)

I feel more confident about myself than before



Kinder, more patient, less self-important/arrogant

Not relevant bc it wasn't due to the school/staff here or any students

Maturity

Maturity & social aptitude

I learned a lot more about a lot of different cultures and I grew a lot in confidence and joy.

Just overall

Jaivon

Yes because I’m high school I have done a lot of reflection and it has allowed major growth. I
have better communication and time management skills. I now know how to network and
articulate my feelings and concerns.

I’ve become a lot able to ask for help and advocate for myself.

I understand myself better, and have learned more about what I am looking for in life (l no
longer perform for others validation)

Matured on my own, no thanks to pio

More engaged

I know myself more, and in tandem with that I know others more. I think my empathy has
grown

I’m less annoying

I have a more open mindset and am more empathetic

Worrying about my own happiness

I have befriended people of different cultures and ethnicities and grew and understand and
appreciation for them.

Going through certain experiences only high school has to offer, I’ve learned a lot. I feel like I
have gained new knowledge beyond academics that will benefit me later in life.

i have had the chance to meet and interact with many different people and i have learned a lot
about others

I have been able to discover more about myself these past couple years, and looking back I am
very happy with the person I have become.

I believe I’m more aware about who I am. And how I affect other people



I think i’ve been able to line my priorities better. I spent my years of highschool in two
extremes- academic success and going off the deep end some into drugs and partying. I know
can say I walk a balanced line and am in control on either side.

more positive and more outspoken

I am feeling motivated and more secure in my academic abilities and perserverance.

I left being better at being patient and working with other people.

I am more self aware of my struggles and my needs. I’ve learned to start to forgive people who
have hurt me in the past, I’m not condoning their actions but forgiving myself too and releasing
the ball and chain I have on grudges. I’ve learned to accept failure and relapses. Although I’m
not all the way there yet I made those crucial first steps.

I’m more mature, and I have a better sense of how to treat people/ how I want to be treated

Because I'm not a freshman anymore.

I have more empathy for people

More mature and understanding of others.

I know myself better

I have become a better leader and more understanding of peoples ideals and emotions.

I have grown in knowledge and made some new friends

I have learned how to work hard and study. I’ve also met a lot of people that have made my life
more interesting and enjoyable.

I’ve met lots of different people and seen many people in many different situations, and
therefore seen people do bad things and i’ve learned from their mistakes

I know a lot more about who I am and what I want to do, also I have learned a lot more about
the world outside of myself

More open to talking to people and more confidant in myself

I fake smile more now :)

I’ve discovered myself more than I thought I would. I’m walking out of Pioneer with no fucks to
give about what people say about me or think about me.

I am more fully realized as myself.

I like myself more

I'm hoping I've matured a lot from the past four years



Pioneer has made me more aware of my surroundings and has taught me how to build
connections

I've learned to value high-quality friendships and how to better myself not only academically, or
athletically, but emotionally as a person. Over my three years at Pioneer, I grew so incredibly
much. This school jump started my journey to self discovery.

I know not to be a bitch like other kids are

I’ve just grown a lot as a person overall. I’ve learned more about myself

I was pretty immature, unathletic and relatively unhealthy and pretty lazy and I’ve basically
fixed all those things to varying degrees

Im not annoying or rude about religion and i’m happy to be a better person in my own way. im
not cringe anymore and i’m proud to be able to say i am leaving pioneer with a heightened
sense of maturity

I’ve matured a lot since freshman year and I’ve learned about myself and others so much

I learned about the power of being kind, inclusive, open-minded, and positive.

I am more organized, motivated, I know who I am and what I want and I believe in myself

More caring and confident

less insecure

Many of the communities I've become a part of at Pioneer and the people I've meet have really
pushed me out of my comfort zone to be a leader and impactful person in my community.

I have a more worldly view

I’m more educated on society and I’m a better person leaving than I was going in.

Better understanding of life’s hardships

i know what i want and how to stand up for myself.

More confident and sociable!

I've had so many more experiences that have changed how I think and react to situations, and
all of the mistakes that I made throughout HS have helped me with my approach to life and
interactions with others.

I understand things better and I feel like I’ve grown and I feel like I can understand my feelings
and help to deal with them more. Although I feel like I could have slight depression

I am more confident. I am happier with myself, and I understand myself better. I am able to do
what is best for me.



empathy

i’m hot asf

I have grown a lot since middle school

I definietly work better with difficult people than I did before. I also have learned so much
about myself during this time.

Im more in touch with my emotions

Now I know what I want to change about the public school system and what I want to keep

Therapy

I have grown as a leader and realize I don't like managing people. feels like herding cats, I
genuinly hate trying to get other people to cooperate.

just built different

im super sexy and funny so, duh.

Less pedantic.

I know myself better. I'm more aware of myself and the people around me, more driven, more
confident, and I'm more determined to make a tangible difference in the world around me.

A nicer person

I'm more emotionally intelligent.

I am not as judgmental. This especially changed during senior year. I also am just overall more
mature.

I have met so many new people through classes and sports, and I have learned a lot about
leadership and pushing myself to do the best I can from coaches and teachers.

I'm a better person in terms of patience, and listening to others, and learning to ask for help for
others and myself.

61 more responses are hidden
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